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SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) MSRP

NUM400P
Canicom GPS pack short

antenna and silicone cover 
Vente libre - 630.00 € incl. tax

NUM405 Canicom GPS collar only Vente libre 280  303.00 € incl. tax

NUMP0155
USB charging and

programming cable 
Vente libre - 9.00 € incl. tax

NUMP0162
Antenne courte pour
télécommande GPS 

Vente libre - 22.00 € incl. tax

NUMP0092
CANICOM GPS remote

control only 
Vente libre - 290.00 € incl. tax

The Canicom GPS location set has been developed to allow you to locate your dog and be guided
towards him using the electronic compass
The Canicom GPS for dogs is a 2-in-1 package offering both long-range tracking and educational features. It
uses a location system combining GPS, Galileo, Glonass and QZSS satellite technologies, with the ability for
the user to easily change the 8 available channels, ensuring functionality throughout Europe. Robust and
waterproof to immersion (IP67), this system is equipped with a free application compatible with IOS and
Android, allowing the dog to be positioned on a map background.

 

 

Features of the Canicom GPS for dogs include a remote control equipped with high sensitivity GPS and an
electronic compass to guide the owner to the dog. This remote control can locate up to 20 dogs over a range
of 15 km, with an educational function covering up to 3 km. It also offers the possibility of knowing the state
of the dog, whether moving or stationary, as well as detailed information such as master/dog distance, collar
charge and GPS altitude.

The collar, also equipped with a high-sensitivity GPS, transmits information every 3 seconds and has
educational features such as vibrations and stimulations.

The Canicom GPS application offers a display of the dog's position on a satellite or map map, the creation of
landmarks, the installation of a virtual fence with alert in the event of leaving the area, the sharing of the
dog's position with other people, as well as calculating the route to find the dog.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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This GPS tracking system is reliable and efficient, with a 2-year warranty. The whole thing is waterproof
(IP67) for optimal durability.

Concerning the ergonomics of the Canicom GPS, the remote control has an unbreakable screen measuring
3.67 x 4.89 cm with a resolution of 240 x 320 px. Its autonomy can go up to 25 hours depending on the
settings. The collar, for its part, is robust with a battery life of up to 30 hours depending on the settings. The
dimensions and weight of the remote control are 148 x 58.6 x 39.5 mm for 250 g, while the collar measures
86 x 45 x 45 mm for 280 g. Both are powered by lithium-ion batteries, with the magnetic charger provided
for each.

 

Content :

1 collar equipped with a high-sensitivity GPS antenna and a radio antenna
1 remote control equipped with a high sensitivity GPS antenna
1 long antenna for the remote control
2 magnetic chargers (USB cable + mains power supply)
1 programming cable
2 pairs of electrodes (short and long)
1 wrist strap
1 hard carrying case
1 user guide
+ 1 short remote control antenna
+ 1 silicone remote control cover

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


